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I. Introduction
This spring New York enacted an historic law committing to establish voluntary public financing
for state elections. The governor and legislative leaders appointed nine commissioners to
design the system by December 1. The Commission’s goals are to incentivize candidates to seek
small donations, reduce pressure on them to solicit large gifts, and encourage qualified
candidates to run for office.2 Its work could fundamentally transform a political process
dominated by big checks and infamous for undermining the public’s trust.3
This study adds new evidence to a body of research that demonstrates small donor public
financing is the most effective, proven policy solution to meet the Commission’s goals.
In addition to known benefits, this study shows that a small donor public financing system, of
the kind New York City has offered candidates for city office for decades,4 incentivizes
candidates to engage many more in-district donors for campaign support, and gives these indistrict donors (including small donors) significantly greater financial influence, compared to
campaigns where candidates do not use small donor public financing.
A. Background
New York State candidates depend overwhelmingly on large individual and corporate donors. In
the 2018 election, small donations ($200 or less) amounted to just 5 percent of the funds that
state candidates raised.5 Just 100 people donated more than all 137,000 estimated small
donors combined.6 This imbalance of financial influence breeds perceptions of pay-to-play
government and deters people from running for office if they lack access to wealthy networks.
Research shows that small donor public financing will boost the role of non-wealthy New
Yorkers and bring greater diversity to the state’s donor pool. Governor Cuomo’s recent bill to
provide a $6-to-$1 match on up to $175 could have dramatically increased the 2018 candidates’
fundraising from small donors, from 5 percent to 30 percent of campaign funds.7 And the policy
serves to expand the racial and economic diversity of the donor pool.8
This new analysis shows still another important benefit of small donor public financing. The
option drives candidates to solicit support from many more of their future constituents, and
gives those constituents far greater financial influence in these campaigns, than when
candidates do not use small donor public financing. Put simply, the policy serves to strengthen
the ties between candidates and the New Yorkers they hope to serve.
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B. Findings
The effects of public financing become clear when comparing otherwise similar candidates who
took the two different fundraising routes. In New York City, which unlike New York State offers
its candidates the option of small donor public financing for city elections,9 there are 21 State
Assembly districts that almost exactly overlap geographically with 21 City Council districts and
where sufficient campaign finance data from the most recent respective election cycles are
available.10 This allows us to compare candidates for City Council and State Assembly running in
the same communities. We examined candidates’ fundraising records to study the impact of
public financing, controlling for differences in degree of opposition, incumbency, and type of
office sought (city or state).
This analysis shows that opting into small donor public financing was a statistically significant
reason for a stronger record of constituent engagement.11 In each of the following ways, the
median publicly-financed City Council candidate outperformed their privately-funded State
Assembly and City Council counterparts in the same neighborhoods.12
Publicly-financed candidates:13
• Attract more donors from the candidate’s own district.
• Raise a larger portion of their funds from donors in the district.
• Raise a larger portion of their funds from small donors.
These findings bolster the already substantial evidence available to the New York Public
Campaign Financing Commission and other policy makers that small donor public financing is
the most effective way to meet their official mandate. The policy serves to amplify the voices of
regular New Yorkers, brings a greater diversity of donors to participate in a critical part of the
democratic process, and encourages candidates to spend more time and raise more of their
campaign support from within the districts they seek to represent. Further details and
explanation of this analysis appear below.
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II. Analysis
A. Campaign Finance Law Context
To understand the different fundraising behaviors of City Council and State Assembly
candidates in this analysis, it is important to note the starkly different sets of campaign finance
rules they faced in addition to the City’s small donor public financing option.
Table 1. Campaign Finance Rules for New York City Council (2017) and New York State
Assembly (2018)14
Rule
City Council 2017
State Assembly 2018
Public financing
$6-to-$1 match up to $175
None
option
Limits on
None allowed
$5,000 total per calendar year
contributions from
for corporations; $2,500 per
corporations,
election cycle for partnerships;
partnerships, and
$4,400 per primary and $4,400
LLCs
per general election for LLCs15
Limits on
$2,750 per election cycle (publicly- $4,400 per primary and $4,400
contributions from
financed candidate)
per general election
individuals
$2,750 per election cycle
(privately-financed candidate)16
Along with the option of small donor public financing with a sizeable match ratio, the City’s
campaign finance framework included contribution limits that were lower across the board
than the State’s for districts of approximately the same size and that prioritized individual
donors over business entities. As the state Commission carries out its charge of considering “all
details and components reasonably related to” a public financing program, it should address
the interplay of these other aspects of campaign finance regulation with public financing in
order to meet its goal to incentivize candidates to seek small donations.17
The following pie charts illustrate the aggregate differences in fundraising between all City
Council candidates in 2017 and all State Assembly candidates who ran in New York City in 2018:
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Figure 1. Fundraising Shares by Type of Donor: 2017 City Council v. 2018 NYC Assembly
Candidates18

Among the critical differences these charts show:
• People who gave $175 or less were the most significant (40%) source of funds for City
Council candidates, but the least significant source (7%) of funds for State Assembly
candidates who ran in New York City.
• Entity donors were the least significant (9%) source of funds for City Council candidates,
but the most significant source (56%) of funds for State Assembly candidates who ran in
New York City.
B. Details of Small Donor Public Financing’s Constituent-Engagement Effect
Within the overall campaign finance regulation contexts described above, this analysis found,
small donor public financing was a statistically significant driver of far greater engagement by
candidates of constituents. This section provides further detail about the following major
findings:19
• The median publicly-financed City Council candidate received campaign support from 23
percent more in-district donors than did their privately-funded State Assembly and City
Council counterparts in the same neighborhoods.
• The median publicly-financed City Council candidate raised 30 percent more of their
total campaign funds from in-district donors than did their privately-funded State
Assembly and City Council counterparts in the same neighborhoods.
• The median publicly-financed City Council candidate also raised greater percentages of
their total campaign funds from small donors, both in-district and overall:
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o In-district – The publicly-financed City Council candidate raised 18 percent more
of their total campaign funds from these donors than did their privately-funded
counterparts.
o Overall – The publicly-financed City Council candidate raised 27 percent more of
their total campaign funds from these donors than did their privately-funded
counterparts.
The charts below depict the records in engaging support from different types of donors of the
three types of candidates studied: the 65 candidates in the 21 overlapping City Council and
State Assembly districts for whom sufficient campaign finance data were available, including six
City Council candidates who did not participate in the City’s small donor public financing
program. But, because of the marked differences between the overall City and State campaign
finance legal regimes as explained above, the most instructive comparison for those wishing to
design an effective program for the State is between publicly-financed City Council candidates
and State Assembly candidates who had no such option.
Figure 2, below, shows that constituents and small donors were a far bigger part of the total
pool of donors engaged for support by publicly-financed candidates in the City system than by
State Assembly candidates running in the same neighborhoods. The donor pool of the median
publicly-financed City Council candidate, compared to that of the median State Assembly
candidate:
• Showed far greater participation by constituents (45 percent versus 17 percent of donor
pool).
• Relied far more heavily on people who gave $175 or less (77 percent versus 34 percent
of donor pool).
• Consisted almost entirely of people rather than entities (97 percent people in City
Council donor pool versus 28 percent entities in State Assembly donor pool).
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FIGURE 2. Percentage of Total Donor Pool by Donor Type for the Median Publicly-Financed
and Privately-Financed Candidates Running in Overlapping Districts.20

This figure summarizes the donor pools of the median publicly-financed and privately-financed City Council
candidate in 2017 and the median privately-financed State Assembly candidate in 2018. Numbers of donors appear
in parentheses.

Further, publicly-financed City Council candidates in this analysis owed a far greater share of
their total funds raised to the support of constituents and small donors (and to people, instead
of entities) than did their State Assembly counterparts. As Figure 3, below, shows, for the
median publicly-financed City Council candidate compared to the median State Assembly
candidate:
• Constituents accounted for a much larger share of total funds raised (41 percent versus
11 percent).
• People who gave $175 or less accounted for a remarkably larger share of total funds
raised, which is a major policy goal of small donor public financing (47 percent versus 5
percent).
• People instead of entities accounted for a far greater share of all funds raised by the City
Council candidate (95 percent from people, 5 percent from entities), but the opposite
was true for the State Assembly candidate (43 percent from people, 57 percent from
entities.
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FIGURE 3. Share of Total Funds Raised from Different Donor Types by the Median PubliclyFinanced and Privately-Financed Candidates Running in Overlapping Districts.21

This figure summarizes total fundraising by the median publicly-financed and privately-financed City Council
candidate in 2017 and the median privately-financed State Assembly candidate in 2018. Total dollars raised from
specific donor types by the relevant median candidate appear in parentheses.

The real-world comparisons in this analysis show that small donor public financing was a
statistically significant impetus for candidates to engage far more constituents for campaign
support than when candidates did not or could not opt to participate in such a program. It is a
proven, effective solution to achieve a more representative and participatory political process
based on small donations rather than large checks.
III. Methodology
A. Selection
This study analyzes the fundraising records of New York City Council and New York State
Assembly candidates who campaigned to represent districts within New York City in the most
recent respective elections, 2017 and 2018. The district sizes of these city and state offices are
approximately the same, giving all candidates similar numbers of potential in-district donors—
the key focus of this study. Fundraising data came from the New York City Campaign Finance
Board and the National Institute on Money in Politics.
The number of candidates analyzed is limited both by objective circumstance and by design, as
explained below. This study examines 41 of 252 City Council candidates in 2017—35 who
participated in small donor public financing and 6 who did not—and 24 of 137 State Assembly
candidates in 2018.22
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The major objective circumstance limiting the number of candidates to study is New York
State’s campaign finance disclosure law, which permits state candidates not to report
individualized donor information for contributions of $99 or less. (New York City requires all its
candidates to report individualized donor data for all contributions.) Donors’ individualized
geographic information is essential to determine whether they are constituents of the district a
given candidate is campaigning to represent, which is the primary question of this study.23 Still,
many State Assembly candidates voluntarily report individualized donor information for even
small contributions. In 2018, 66 of them running in New York City reported this information.
Decisions made to design a fair study also limited the number of candidates examined:
• To compare like populations of in-district donors – To control for the socioeconomic
differences among districts that may make it easier or harder to raise campaign money
locally, this study analyzes only candidates in 21 City Council and State Assembly
districts whose boundaries almost exactly overlap. These districts represent all five New
York City boroughs.
• To compare similar fundraising periods – To compare candidates who raised money
over similarly lengthy periods of time, this study focuses on 65 candidates in the 21
overlapping City Council and State Assembly districts who participated in the general
elections, rather than losing and stopping at the primary stage, in 2017 and 2018.24
B. Analysis
This study calculates and compares the track records of candidates in raising campaign funds
from different categories of donors, reporting median rather than average results. It asks
whether small donor public financing incentivizes greater candidate engagement of in-district
donors (“constituents”) and small donors, and answers by testing through multi-regression
analysis whether participation in public financing is a statistically significant reason for better
track records in these regards.
The use of the median rather than the mean, or average, measure to compare categories of
candidates intends to reduce the skewing effect of extreme outliers among the 65 City Council
and State Assembly campaigns examined. (For instance, one 2017 City Council candidate had a
single donor while another had 1,386 donors. Similarly, one 2018 Assembly candidate raised
$13,250 while another raised $699,924.) These median results are useful for observing patterns
of fundraising.25 But alone they cannot provide accurate insight into the effect, if any, of using
small donor public financing on candidates’ fundraising track records, as variables such as
incumbency, opposition, and even the characteristic of running for a city rather than state
legislative office, could explain a candidate’s ability or need to raise money.
To control for these other, potentially confounding variables, this study employs multivariate
quantile regressions. This statistical analysis method works best for explaining relationships
between variables when data are non-normally distributed (or have a significant number of
outliers). The controls included in the regression model additionally mitigate the competitionThe Constituent-Engagement Effect of Small Donor Public Financing | 8

creating effect of New York City’s term limits on certain districts and thus on certain candidates’
presumed incentives to raise money.26 To account for the differential number of donors and
absolute fundraising dollars for Assembly and City Council candidates, regression findings are
reported as proportional differences. For brevity, detailed results are reported in this study’s
online Appendix.27
The findings that the median publicly-financed City Council candidate engaged more
constituents and raised a larger share of total funds from them and from small donors, than
median candidates in the other categories, are statistically significant. In other words, there is a
strong likelihood that the positive relationship between participating in small donor public
financing and achieving these fundraising records is not due to chance. It is reasonable to
conclude that participating in small donor public financing, as part of New York City’s overall
campaign finance law scheme, is a strong motivating factor for candidates to solicit more
support from constituents and small donors. All findings are significant at the 0.05 level or
below, meaning there is at least a 95% probability that the relationships detected are not due
to chance.
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